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INTRODUCTION

• Objectives

 xCALE (eXplaining Competency and Autonomy development in Learning Environments)

 Research team: technology enhanced learning, artificial intelligence and educational sciences

 To develop, test and evaluate a system offering personalized features on an online platform to support
learning

• Background

 Lifelong learning and e-learning

 Self-regulated learning (Azevedo et Cromley, 2004 ; Cosnefroy, 2019 ; Greene, Moos et Azevedo, 2011)



SELF-REGULATED LEARNING

• Self regulated learning: “student can be described as self-regulated to the
degree that they are metacognitively, motivationally, and behaviorally active
participants in their own learning process” (Zimmerman, 1989, p. 329)

• Zimmerman and Pons (1986) 14 self-regulated learning strategies including:

 Seeking information: “student-initiated efforts to secure further information from nonsocial sources
when undertaking an assignment”

 Seeking social assistance: “student-initiated efforts to solicit help from peers, teachers and adults”



HELP SEEKING

• “help seeking can be defined as the process of seeking assistance from other
individuals or other sources that facilitate accomplishing desired goals, which
in an academic context may consist of completing assignments or satisfactory
test performance” (Karabenick and Berger, 2013, p.238)

• the ability to implement strategies to overcome a difficulty and learn

• it is a proof that student can carry out a metacognitive reflection on the task
to accomplish and knows what he can or cannot do alone



HELP SEEKING

The help seeking continuum (Puustinen and Rouet, 2009)



DESCRIPTION OF THE TRAINING

• Training for adults, professional insertion in the digital sector

• Created by a popular education association in partnership with an engineering
school

• 60 trainees, 3 sites in a French Region

• Computer science and digital training

• Informal education activities, group workshops or independent tasks, trainers are
always present

• For the research: algorithm, online learning environment called Algorea



RESEARCH QUESTIONS

• Which helpers are mobilized when learners ask for help?  

• Why do they choose online support or social assistance? 

• On what do learners rely when choosing to seek for help? 



METHODOLOGY
• 23 interviews:
 8 women and 15 men, aged between 17 and 58 years old

 Questions about: school career and career path, the reasons for their enrolment in the training, the
training environment, the relationship with the others trainees and help seeking

 The interviews were recorded and transcribed, thematic analysis (Blanchet et Gotman, 2007)

• 4 helpers identified:
 Online learning environment: information about computer code and examples

 Internet: search engine, discussion forum or tutorial

 Trainers

 Trainees: mutual assistance



RESULTS

• The online learning environment

 It is quite little known and little used

 It is useful however the help is only information

• The Internet

 There are many resources

 Yet it is difficult to find reliable sources



RESULTS

•The trainers

 They are available

 However some are unreachable

•The trainees

 Mutual assistance is important

 Yet sometimes it is complicated to help due to what they can do and what they can explain



CONCLUSION

• Adaptability and availability of helpers (Puustinen et Rouet, 2009)

• Variety of help seeking practices

• Opportunities and constraints in the training

• Selection of helpers by trainees

• Trainees have rules of preference for choosing help depending on their needs 
and the training context



THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION
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SELF-REGULATED LEARNING STRATEGIES (ZIMMERMAN ET PONS, 1986)

1. Self-evaluating

2. Organization and transforming

3. Goal setting and planning

4. Seeking information

5. Keeping records and monitoring

6. Environmental structuring

7. Self-consequating

8. Rehearsing and memorizing

9-11. Seeking social assistance

12-14. Reviewing records


